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Part A
[Answer any two questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate full marks.]

l(a). Write down the applications of 3-(D Semiconverter. I
1(b). Design a 3-(D Dual converter (controlled). Briefly explain the operation with circuit 6

diagram and necessary waveforms. Also, derive the equation for output voltage.
1(c). Consider a 3-(D full wave converter (controlled) is operated from a 3-O Y-connected 3

208V, 60 Hz supply and the load resistance is R :15O. If it is required to obtain an
average output voltage of 50%o of the maximum possible output voltage, Calculate-
(a) the R.M.S and average output currents (b) the rectification efficiency and (c) the
input power factor, PF.

2(a). In a step-down converter, in Fig.l, consider all components to be ideal. Let the
output voltage be held constant at 5V by controlling the switch duty ratio D. The
input voltage (7a) is 30V, the switching frequency (,f.,) is 50 kHz, the inductance is
100 pH, the capacitance is 470 pF and the output power is 40 W, (i) Plot the input
current, ia(t) (iD Calculate the average input curent, Id (iii) For a reduction of 10%
in V6, calculate Ia.

2(b). From Fig.l, comment on what kind of a load a power
represents.

2(c). What happens, in the circuit of Fig.l if output power to
decreased lo 2W?

electronics converter

the load is suddenly

3(a). Design a power factor improvement technique for phase-controlled converters (AC-
DC converters. Briefly explain the operation with suitable circuit diagram and
necessary waveforms.

3(b). A step-down chopper has a resistive load of R :15O and the input voltage is V,
:220Y. When the converter switch remains on, its voltage drop is V,1,:2V and the
chopping frequency is f : lKHz. If the duty cycle is 40Yo, Determine (a) the
average output voltage l/o, (b) the R.M.S output voltage vs and (c) the converter
efficiency"

3(c). Write down the differences among buck, boost, buck-boost, and cuk converters.

D c: :;L Rr'"'t

Fig. 1: Step down convefier/buck converter.
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[Answer any three questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate full marks.]

4(a)' Design a l-<D half-bridge Inverter. Briefly explain the principle of operation with
circuit diagram and necessary waveforms. Also, derive the equation of output
voltage.

4(b)' A Single Phase full-bridge inverter has a resistive load of R:10 Q and the dc input
voltage is Zs : 220 V. Determine (a) the rms output voltage at the fundamental
frequency h, (b) the output power po, (c) the average and peak currents of each
transistor, (d) the peak reverse blocking voltage v6p of eachtransistor.

4(c). Draw the circuit diagram of a 3-@ bridge Inverter. Also, define CFI and resonant-
pulse inverter.

5(a)' Show the classification of AC voltage controllers. Also, mention two applications of
AC voltage controllers. In case of On-Off AC voltage control technique, proof that
R'M.s output voltage, vo : vr{E, where symbols have their usual meanings.

5(b). Design a circuit that can convert 1-O AC voltage of 60 Hz frequency into 1-O AC
voltage of 20 Hz frequency. Briefly explain the operation with circuit diagram and
necessary waveforms.

5(c). A l-O fuIl-wave AC voltage controller has a resistive load of R: l5O and the input
voltage is zs : 125 v (R.M.s), 60H2. The delay angle of Thyristor T1 and 12 are
equal: a7 : az: &: nl2.Determine (a) the R.M.S value of output voltage V6, and (b)
the input power factor, PF.

6(a). Write two disadvantages of variable speed drives (VSD).
6(b). Deduce the speed control principle for separately excited dc motor and write down

the name of control methods used to control the speed of this dc motor.
,r!p Explain the l-(D semi converter drive with necessary waveforms and equations.

7(a). As a power electronics engineer, this is a very basic, to understand the voltage-
current behavior for an inductor as well as for a capacitor. For the circuit in Fig.2,

- with T : 30 us and D:0.6, sketch the approximate resulting voltage and calculate
the inductance needed if the voltage applied over the inductance during 0<t<DT is
tzY.

Fig. 2: for question 7(a).

7(b)" Briefly explain the principle of on-off control and phase control of an AC voltage
controller.

7(c). Draw the block diagram of a closed loop speed drives of a separately excited DC
motor. What is the purpose of gear in the speed control mechanism?
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